
An open letter to Mrs. Leslie Lefkow  the Deputy  Director  of African Affair  of Human 

Rights Watch 

We know that human rights watch is established to serve the civilians in protecting human rights 

all over the world. They are expected to create awareness on any violations of human and 

democratic rights. However, its experts like Leslie Lefkow and her likes become political 

activists rather than human rights atavists’. For instance, in Democratic Congo, Central Africa 

Republic, South Sudan, Iraq, Somalia, Nigeria, Afghanistan, Syria and others civilians are in 

danger and   become victims of civil war or terrorism in one way or in the other way. But the 

human rights organizations couldn’t say anything and gave them a deaf ear if there, no change 

and improvements.  

People with rational mind give your suggestions what’s wrong with Ethiopia? Why the human 

rights organizations give high emphases to the construction of Mega projects which play 

significant roles to eradicate poverty that under minds human beings? It is clear that they are the 

sharp weapons of the Neo Liberalism ideology as Ethiopia Is Developmental and Democratic 

State. These human rights organizations are financed by the old fashioned out look which is 

knocked  down  now a days as it enhance  economical crises to the Europe and North America. 

These human rights organizations must stand to monitor  repression by local war lords ,terrorists 

and  extremists up on  innocent civilians  in the above mentioned countries  who are suffering 

from instead of the Government trying to liberate  its people from back ward agricultural 

practices and poverty. 

As people, we Ethiopians are/were independent people and state throughout our lives .we’ve not 

confusion of identity. We know all human beings are equal as man born free /naked/. We know 

what is good or bad for us. As we are creature of God, We know what people need to live.  

Mrs. Leslie Lefkow who is the agent of our enemies such as; poverty, toxic Diasporas, Egypt, is 

using modern satellites to spy the progress of our mega projects in the Omo Valley and the Abay 

Basin. Are you political activist or human rights? Do you know what you said to the Deutsche 

Welle Radio Program about the construction of Sugar Factory and sugar Plantations and the 

people around the Omo River and the Turkan Lake last week?   



Our people who lived around the Omo Valley are engaged in pastoralism activities / are 

pastoralism/. They wander from place to place for water and pasture. As citizens they have to 

educate, get medical cares, and taste other modern infrastructures. For this reason, the 

Developmental and Democratic Government is taking sustainable measures which can enhance 

comprehensive advantages and developments so, the citizens need to settle around the 

environment they are living not far away from their home lands. So as, they will learn modern 

agricultural practices, they can employed in the sugar factory and sugar plantations. They can 

engage in fattening animals using the molasses byproduct of the sugar factory from their nearby 

factory. This helps them to alleviate or minimize wandering her and there for water and pasture. 

These are the reasons why the government need to established resettlement of citizens.  

The Gilgel Gibe 3 Hydro Power Project, which its construction is in the right track around the 

Omo River has, a multipurpose for the country, the community even to our brother Kenyans, 

contributions ensuring sustainable developments. The dam built in the Omo Valley contributes 

massive inputs to modernize the environment in irrigation and fishing activities.  

The titanic project also has additional vital role to linkage and integrate the horn of Africa in 

supplying power .There for, where is the mistakes of the government? We Africans are on 

progress no more to look for food and wheat to others. If we able to use our abundant natural 

resources, man power, and fertile land. Fairly and equitably, we hope to ensure sustainable food 

security and peace and reach the middle class income countries of the world. 

This is why the nominal human rights watch is barking and running anti Africa and Africans that 

Africans are waking up from the illusion outlook of the neo liberalism ideology which tied 

Africans for the last 30-40 years.  

The very remote areas were marginalized for centuries by the past feudal and communist military 

governments and were not consider as citizens. For this reason, The Federal Democratic 

Republic of Ethiopia has a mandate and moral obligations to balance the human developments in 

the country of nations, nationalities and people. 

Mrs Leslie Lefkow the Deputy Director of African Affair of Human Rights Watch and your 

likes are spying the geopolitical of our country a sovereignty country. It is crime to spy 



sovereignty country according to the United Nation Charter. Does spying the geopolitical of a 

sovereignty county’s using modern Satellites encouraged by human rights for political purpose? 

If you have doubt about the human rights conditions of our citizens, you can check up through 

legal visa contacting the government or other concerned bodies. But spying a sovereignty 

country using modern Satellites, especially a country which is sensitive to terrorism and other 

geopolitics is really interference up on internal affairs of a sovereignty country. 

Everybody can conclude that these nominal human right organizations are agents of the neo 

liberalism as they are fund by them to spy countries camouflaging in the name of human rights 

organizations.  On the other hand, These Mega Projects are enhancing us to liberate from poverty, 

looking for wheat and safety nets and ensure sustainable food security and integrate East Africa 

in power and trades.  

Though the human right watch is approaching out of its mission, I would like to thank the 

brother people and government of Kenya for their wise stand that couldn’t mislead by the 

notorious nominal human right organizations reporting false propaganda .Even though there is 

conflict between /among ethnics between the two countries, we have develop elders and religious 

leader from both side to alleviate the misunderstandings. 

To remind the Deputy Director African Affair of Human Right Watch you are criminal making 

sabotages up on a sovereignty people and country spying their mega projects to their strategic 

enemies. The spying of Mrs. Leslie Lefkow and the human right organization may leaks to 

terrorists as they are neither human rights nor democratic watching dog expertise or activists but 

political weapons of the neo liberalism ideology. Therefore, Mrs. Leslie Lefkow has two options 

either to falsify that the government of Ethiopia is not forcing citizens to resettle far away from 

their home lands or apologize the people and government of Ethiopia. Otherwise, We Ethiopians 

abroad or in the country we have to stand for petition to take her and her organization to The 

Hague for justices. 

G/Tsadkan Kebede 
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